Motivational Session for Officers/officials of Education Department and Principals of Govt. Schools

Chandigarh, 27th March 2018: Well before the commencement of new academic session, Education Department, UT, Chandigarh under SSA organized a Motivational Workshop for the Officers/Officials of Education Department and Principals of Govt. School today at UT Guest House. Academic session 2017-18 witnessed many curricular and co-curricular activities. In some of the activities, performances and achievements were heartening whereas some of the activities demanded more efforts so as to become result orientated.

The workshop began with a formal welcome to Secretary Education, Director School Education and all participants by Dy. Director School Education. Thereafter, Worthy Secretary Education, UT, Chandigarh, Sh. B.L. Sharma, IAS addressed the participants. While addressing the workshop, Secretary Education, congratulated Director School Education, Sh. Rubinderjit Singh Brar, PCS and his entire team for showing good result in National Achievement Survey which was conducted by MHRD in November, 2017 and all other activities in which Education Department with its continuous efforts has shown good performance. Likewise Secretary Education stressed upon how to work rigorously on the areas of concern wherein more efforts and planning is required.

Further, a Handbook for Safe Living authored by IG, UT, Chandigarh, Sh. O.P. Mishra was also shared by Secretary Education with the participants. Experiences shared by Secretary Education were well taken up by the participants. He motivated the participants to work in the direction of making education a memorable and joyful experience for all children.